HP69408 Transformer wiring
14490
Her Contact Bounce Eliminator
Input Connector

Expansion Connector

Standard Input
HP940B Multiprogrammer

Top
RHS
(Besolder those wires to separate sections)

- W/Bk
- W/R
- W/or
- W/on

- W/R/Bu
- W/Bu
- W/R/Gn
- W/Pu
- W/y
- W/y/Gn
- W/or/or
- W/Br
- W/or/Gn
- W/or
- W/Bk
- W/on

Backplane rest

psv->Backplane

Top
L->RHS

F2

- W/Bk
- W/Gn
- W/R
- W/Br
- W/y

5060-Z670
PSU PCB
Component side

Transforms->PSU PCB